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Welcome
At Red Monkey we design, manufacture,
supply and install original children’s
playground equipment. Everything we
do is designed to stimulate children’s
learning through curiosity, imagination and
excitement. We focus on developing skills and
reaching learning goals with fun, fantastic
and freeing playgrounds.

Contents
Bespoke Service - Products

We are confident you’ll be excited by our
developmentally appropriate new products
and our other play services to help to
enhance your setting.
Call us on 0116 366 9922, visit our website
at www.redmonkeyplay.co.uk or e-mail
hello@redmonkeyplay.co.uk to contact
us to help you transform your outdoor area!

Our promise to you

But don’t just take
our word for it...
Delves Infant and Nursery School, Walsall
"The team at Red Monkey completely identified
with our vision, aspirations and ambitious plans."
St. Peter's Primary School, Heysham
"From the initial design to completion,
everything has been very professional and
completed to a very high standard."
Richardson Endowed Primary School, Ilkeston
"Overall we are so pleased to have chosen
Red Monkey and they have provided a
stunning playground."
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Our Team
Our dedicated Leicester-based team
is made up of a real mix of talents,
all with one goal in mind: to create
stunning and imaginative playgrounds
for schools and nurseries across the UK.
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We will work with you to create an exciting
play area, designed to ignite imaginations
and instil a love of learning. All of our
products are handmade to order in the UK
and comply with the latest safety standards.
Our playgrounds are competitively
priced, backed by a 10-year guarantee
on our timber.

4-5

Bespoke Service - Playground Designs 6-9

Our highly skilled team have over 20 years
of experience in the play equipment sector.
Throughout this time, we’ve had the pleasure
of crafting tens of thousands of pieces of
playground equipment and we also supply
into leading educational catalogues including
ESPO, Findel, TTS and YPO.
All of our beautiful wooden playground
equipment is made by hand in our
Leicestershire workshop. We use pre-treated,
high-quality and low-maintenance play-grade
timber from sustainable sources, backed with
a 10-year guarantee.
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Please Note: All prices listed in this brochure exclude VAT, installation and delivery costs.
No part of this brochure may be replicated in any form without express permission of
Red Monkey Play Ltd.
Because our development process is ongoing, it is possible that despite our best efforts certain
specifications may be different to those supplied here.
Due to the nature of photography and print process, the colours in this brochure may differ
slightly from those of the final products, and should be used as a guide only.
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Our Bespoke Service

Most of the products in this catalogue
can be modified to meet your needs;
the only limit is your imagination...

Products
Are you struggling to find your dream learning
and play equipment? At Red Monkey we can
help you by designing, building and installing
unique play equipment for your establishment.

Activity Panels

Market Stalls

Marriott Primary School

"Red Monkey Play have
created an amazing
outdoor learning zone
for us, giving our
children a great free
space to move and
explore. The quality of
service was excellent at
every touchpoint."

Staging
Beach Huts

Sheila Critchton
– Head Teacher

Catherine Junior School

“'Working with Red Monkey was a positive
experience; I would strongly recommend them
and will be using them for my next project.
They were reliable at all times.’’
Debbie Whitfield - School Business Manager

Play Area
Open Day

Play Units

Built in
Leicester

From Design to Installation
4

The No.1 choice for play equipment, learning area design & installation

Contact us on 0116 366 9922 or visit www.redmonkeyplay.co.uk
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Our Bespoke Service
Playground designs

Installation

Imagination is at the heart of
everything we do at Red Monkey.
We don’t just design and install
children’s playground equipment - we
create unique and engaging learning
experiences for schools and nurseries
all over the UK. We put play at the
forefront of educational thinking because building a great playground is
as important to a child’s education as
writing a great lesson plan.

Finally, it’s the day we’ve all been waiting
for! Today is the day your bespoke play area
takes shape – literally. Our expert playground
installation team will work their magic and
before you know it, you’ll have a brand new
playground designed and built just for you.

Inspection
All of our playground equipment is designed in line with
National Curriculum guidelines, complies with the latest
safety standards and is guaranteed for up to 10 years.
Once we’ve carried out a final inspection it’s time to let
the little ones loose.

A wonderful play experience bespoke
to your school or nursery is just six
simple steps away...

Let the
fun begin!

Initial consultation
First things first: we need to have
a chat about your educational
requirements, timescales and budget.
We like to get the children involved as
much as possible too. We know from
experience that their contribution is
invaluable. This consultation is free and
you’re under no obligation.

Detailed bespoke
3D drawing
This is where your perfect playground
ideas truly start to come to life. Our
creative designers will translate those
ideas and aspirations into a detailed
3D drawing of your dream play area.
We’ll send this to you, together with
our free quote.

6

Your brand new playground
will provide unique
and engaging learning
experiences to help fuel
growth and development.
Cue lots of excited screams,
climbing, hiding and sliding.
Oh, to be that age again!

Pre-installation visit
At this stage, we’ll visit you to ensure everything is ready for the
playground installation to take place. We’ll check the access points,
complete health and safety checks and get you up to speed on the
installation process so you’re ready for the big day!

The No.1 choice for play equipment, learning area design & installation

Contact us to
arrange a site
visit with our design
consultants today!

Contact us on 0116 366 9922 or visit www.redmonkeyplay.co.uk
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Our Bespoke Service
Our favourite detailed
bespoke 3D drawings
See your perfect playground ideas come
to life when our creative designers work
their magic. They will translate ideas and
aspirations into a detailed 3D drawing of
your dream outdoor area.
Take a look at some of our favourite designs,
what could we do for your establishment?

Exciting Den Optio
ns

Unique Eco Zone

arkings

nd M
Captivating Playgrou

Enchanting Sensory Path

active Surfaces
Combining Our Attr
8
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Outdoor Classrooms

1

Shelters & Dens

Outdoor Classrooms

Large Shelters

1. Nursery Den
What child doesn’t enjoy
making or playing in a
den? They can be shelters,
hideaways or simply a
place to go for some quiet
time. Dens make great
centre pieces for play areas
and provide the perfect
outdoor space for children
to engage in active play.
L120 x W120 x H180cm
12000101
2 Reading Den

2

Book nooks, story snugs,
reading dens... whatever
you call them, it’s worth
finding the space for one
in your school. Where
children learn has a crucial
role in a child’s learning
and development. Our
reading den offers a safe
blank canvas where the
possibility of an adventure
or magical encounter is just
around the corner.
L150 x W150 x H180cm
12000301
3. Role Play House
Our role play house can
be transformed into many
scenarios, such as a play
house, post office, a shop
or whatever the children
imagine! It is a fun and a
playful unit and would be
a fantastic addition to any
outdoor space.
L250 x W180 x H160cm
12000501

3

Ursuline Project
“Red Monkey created a
purpose made climbing
frame and activity
centre for Nursery
pupils at the Ursuline
Prep. The designer
listened to our ideas and
wishes and came up with
a design that met our
specifications utilising
the outside space to the
best possible advantage."
Fiona
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The No.1 choice for play equipment, learning area design & installation

1. Treehouse Classroom
Our treehouses are a
symbol of imagination,
adventure and learning.
Working closely with our
customers we aim to build
truly bespoke treehouses
and hideaways that
capture the excitement
and wonderment of the
children. All our structures
have windows, a double
skinned roof, doors and
ample room for an outdoor
learning environment.
L300 x W300cm.
Platform H150cm
22000201

Contact us on 0116 366 9922 or visit www.redmonkeyplay.co.uk
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Outdoor Classrooms

1

Large Shelters

1. 8-Sided Gazebo

1. Amphitheatre

Our 8-Sided Gazebo
provides shelter from
the elements and a focal
point in your outdoor
learning space. We supply
traditional wooden
gazebos made from
pressure treated timber.
They are long lasting,
stylish and a functional
learning space. They
provide shelter from the
rain and sun, making them
a must for any school.

Take the curriculum
outdoors for your
children with our large
Amphitheatre. We can
transform the quality of
learning experiences for
children and set the stage
for an exciting learning
space. The Amphitheatre
can be customised to the
customer’s specificationso get in touch for your
quote today.

Sizes 5x5, 6x6m
8-Sided Gazebo 5x5
22000301
8-Sided Gazebo 6x6
22000401
2. 6-Sided Gazebo
Create a unique outdoor
space for your school with
a 6-sided gazebo. The
gazebo can function as a
place for outdoor learning
or a hub for play and social
enrichment. Each area is
designed to your individual
specification, bringing your
outdoor space to life.
Sizes: 3x3m, 4x4m,
5x5m, 6x6m
6-Sided Gazebo 3x3
22000501
6-Sided Gazebo 4x4
22000601
6-Sided Gazebo 5x5
22000701
6-Sided Gazebo 6x6
22000801
2
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Outdoor Classrooms

Large Shelters

1

L600 x W300cm
22000901
2. Outdoor Classroom
Our engaging outdoor
classrooms have been
designed as unique
spaces which stimulate
creativity and bring
learning alive. They
provide a wonderful, safe,
fun and practical facility,
which will encourage
children to experience
outdoor learning and to
enable them to achieve
new developmental skills.
They can be designed
with the schools needs
in mind including canvas
sides, chalkboards and
a double skinned roof.
The classroom can
be customised to the
customer’s specification
- so get in touch for your
quote today.
L600 x W400 x H400cm
22001001

2

The No.1 choice for play equipment, learning area design & installation

Contact us on 0116 366 9922 or visit www.redmonkeyplay.co.uk
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Outdoor Classrooms

Large Shelters

1

1. Rainbow Gazebo

1. Canvas Gazebo

Add a sense of wonder to
your playground with our
enchanting Rainbow
Gazebo. Stimulating
colours are created as light
shines through the perspex
panels above. Featuring 6
canvas sides so the gazebo
can provide shelter from
the elements.

Children thrive when
given the opportunity
to learn outside of their
regular classroom walls.
With optional canvas
sides and doors, as well
as additional fixed panels,
our canvas shelter offers
a great outdoor space
for use in all weathers.
Each outdoor space is
designed according to your
specification to enhance
the area for your needs.

L300 x W300 x H290cm
22003001
2. Sun Shade Canopy
Going a step further for
your school you could
create a canopy area with
a temporary sun shade. It
can be an outdoor learning
space or just a comfortable
place in which to socialize,
learn and escape the sun.
Available in a wide range
of shapes and sizes.
22001901

2

Outdoor Classrooms

Large Shelters

3. Polycarbonate
Canopy
Use a fixed canopy
system to extend your
learning space outdoors.
With flexible options, our
polycarbonate canopies
provide flexibility for
schools and nurseries who
are looking to grow their
space. Gates and picket
fencing can be added, to
give your space a homely
feel, while additional fixed
panels can give even
more scope for use in
all weathers.

1

Available in
L400 x W400cm or
L500 x 500cm
Canvas Gazebo 4x4
without sides
22002501
Canvas Gazebo 4x4
with sides
22002001
Canvas Gazebo 5x5
without sides
22002101

Ashmount Project
“They acknowledged the
additional challenges
faced by a special school
and were happy to be led
by the leadership team.
Red Monkey have cleverly
designed the equipment
to fit the space and
maximise the opportunities
for children."
Natalie Herbert – Nursery
Manager, Dunchurch
Infant School & Nursery

£POA per m2
3
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The No.1 choice for play equipment, learning area design & installation

Contact us on 0116 366 9922 or visit www.redmonkeyplay.co.uk
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Project Showcase
Marriott Primary School
‘’Red Monkey Play have created an
amazing outdoor learning area for us,
giving our children a great free space
to move and explore. The quality
of service was excellent at every
touchpoint. From the initial chat with
the Head Design Consultant, through
to the installation team, everyone was
a pleasure to work with. Red Monkey
are very professional and genuinely
care about creating exciting play
and learning facilities for pupils and
supply a fantastic bespoke service.’’

Sand Wall - See page 41

Nursery Table

- See page 58

Water Wall - See page 39

Sheila Critchton – Head Teacher
at Marriott Primary School

Messy Kitchen - See page 47

e page 18

Unit - Se
Adventure
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ee page 43

Crow's Nest - S

The playground covers seven essential areas
of learning: PSHE, Physical Development,
Communication and Language, Literacy,
Mathematics, Understanding the World and
Expressive Art & Design.
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Physical Development

Play Units

Physical Development

Play Units

1

1

1. Adventure Unit
Playground equipment
encourages children to
explore, gain an awareness
of space and develop new
skills. As well as challenging
physical activity to develop
co-ordination, confidence
and balance, the unit also
provides an opportunity for
children to develop their
social skills in an interactive,
group play environment.
Features of the adventure
unit include climbing walls,
tunnels, a wobbly bridge
and a slide.
L730 x W350 x H240cm.
Safety flooring required
is 60m2
18001701

1. Rainbow
Adventure Unit
The Rainbow Adventure
Unit consists of a central
tower with 4 challenging
access points. The unit
features monkey bars,
climbing ramps, net climb,
crawl unit and slide finished
with a rainbow roof. It
encourages children to take
risks and try new physical
challenges. It is a fantastic
addition to any playground.
L850 x W600cm with a
recommended footprint
of L1000 x W1000cm.
Safety flooring required
is 75m2
18001801
850cm

Technical Information – This unit can be amended for your school
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The No.1 choice for play equipment, learning area design & installation

600cm

350cm

730cm

Technical Information – This unit can be amended for your school

Contact us on 0116 366 9922 or visit www.redmonkeyplay.co.uk
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Physical Development

Play Units

1

1

1. Island Challenge
The multi-play unit is a
challenging adventure
trail packed with physical
challenges and hiding
places. It promotes
opened physical play.
It has multiple access
points and activities
and age appropriate
challenges to ensure a
varied and inclusive play
experience.
L800 x W580cm.
Safety flooring required
is 110m2
18002001

1. Advanced Island
Challenge
The super-sized play unit
will challenge the most
seasoned playground
athlete. It promotes
physical and motor
skill development with
challenging platform
heights and access
points. All our product
range can be amended
to your specification
including our engaging
Island Challenge units.
L1140 x W700cm.
Safety flooring required
is 154m2
18001901

714cm

1140cm

PH: 90cm

PH: 60cm

700cm

471cm

PH: 80cm

PH: 50cm

Technical Information – This unit can be amended for your school
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Physical Development

Play Units

The No.1 choice for play equipment, learning area design & installation

Technical Information – This unit can be amended for your school

Contact us on 0116 366 9922 or visit www.redmonkeyplay.co.uk
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Physical Development

1

Play Units

1. Woodstock Fort

1. Ropebridge Play

This fabulous fort makes
for a magical play area.
Designed to challenge
children physically and
provide a focal point for
group play. Featuring
a slide, rope climber,
climbing rocks, play
bubbles, rope bridge and
3 separate play platforms.

There are three different
ways of accessing this unit:
climbing nets, clamber
wall and ladder. A wobbly
bridge connects the two
towers. This unit combines
challenging and varied
climbing for all ages,
supporting training of their
agility and co-ordination.

L600 x W400 x Platform
H120cm
18003001

L500 x W180 x Platform
H90cm
18001601

2. Little John

2. Viewing Bridge
& Play Tower

Our Little John is built to
encourage outdoor play in
your environment. The play
tower provides an escape
from the hustle and bustle
of the playground. Featuring
a slide and a climbing wall.
L280 x W180cm x Platform
H90cm
18000101
2

Physical Development

Play Units

3. Development Trail
This is a fabulous addition
to any learning environment
enabling children to learn
and develop from an
early stage whist having
fun and being active.
Developed in line with the
EYFS framework this item
incorporates many of the
seven areas of learning.
This is ideal for open ended
learning.
3 pieces
In addition to the central
hub, you receive the
number steps, Balance
Beam and Stepping Stones.
21006401

Climb the steps and cross
the wobbly bridge to the
viewing tower. Scale the
traverse wall and then
slip down the slide. Pupils
discovering their own limits
is part of their development.
This unit offers plenty of
space for large groups
to have fun, learn and
challenge themselves.

1

2

L570 x W200 x Platform
H90cm
18001501
3. Climb & Play Tower
Our new tower has
numerous climbing and
play elements including
a slide, it offers plenty of
space for large groups
to have fun, learn and
challenge themselves.
L370 x W370 x Platform
H90cm
18001401
3

8 pieces
3
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You will receive all of the
above plus a Sensory Grass
Walk, Narrow Balance and
Ramp and Mini Stage.
21007001

The No.1 choice for play equipment, learning area design & installation

Contact us on 0116 366 9922 or visit www.redmonkeyplay.co.uk
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Physical Development

1

Nursery Play

1. Castle Tower
The Castle Tower is
designed to be a climbing
structure bursting with
play value! The double
castle tower features a
variety of activities each
with a different challenge
level. As well as physical
play, the addition of
the play bubbles allows
opportunities for social and
imaginative play.
Please note the climbing
net on the Tower needs
fixing to the floor.
L600 x W200cm.
Platform H90cm
18001101
2. Tiny Castle
Our Tiny Castle is another
popular choice for school
playgrounds and will help
with physical development.
Whether pretending to be
dragon-slaying knights or
kings and queens, castles
provide children with
oodles of role playing fun.
This unit is free standing
and can be moved around
your outdoor area.
L250 x W150 x H154cm.
Platform H60cm
18000001

Physical Development

Nursery Play

1. Nursery Climb
& Shuffle

1

The perfect play unit for
toddlers and Early Years
children. Features a tunnel
with a look out window,
artificial grass flooring and
is great fun for youngsters.
We offer two versions
of this popular nursery
product. Customers can
choose either a small
slide or a ramp along
side the steps.
L225 x W100 x H150cm.
Platform H33cm
Ramp Option
18000301
Slide Option
18000501
2. Play Train
Choo choo! Our train is
ready to take little drivers
and passengers to where
ever their imagination
takes them. The wooden
play structure consists of a
Locomotive and Carriage.
The Locomotive can be
personalised with your
school name, just another
part of the bespoke service
we offer at Red Monkey.
L300 x W25 x H50cm
13000001

Dunchurch Project
“We absolutely LOVE our new Outdoor Learning
Area at Dunchurch Nursery! Working with Red
Monkey Play was efficient and enjoyable.”
Natalie Herbert – Nursery Manager,
Dunchurch Infant School & Nursery

2

2
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The No.1 choice for play equipment, learning area design & installation

Contact us on 0116 366 9922 or visit www.redmonkeyplay.co.uk
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Physical Development

Trim Trail

2

1

1. Stepping Logs

1. Wobbly Bridge

Improve balance and
co-ordination with this set of
4 Stepping Logs. Each log is

An exciting piece of
traim trail equipment that
encourages co-ordination
with it’s wobbly bridge.
Featuring attractive
handrails to assist young
children.

W15 x H40cm
21003201
2. Rubber Stepping Heads
Add colour and design to
any space. Used as stepping
stones as part of a trim trail
or simply seating for the
kids. They are robust and
long lasting additions to
your playground. Set of 3.

3

Dia 30 x H20 - 70cm
21003301
3. Log Snake
Promote and build stronger
muscles through balance,
co-ordination, movement
and most importantly
fun with this set of varied
height logs.

4

L156.5 x W41 x H50cm
21003401
4. Wooden Plank 		
Collection

Ashmount Project
“The designs were
perfect for our students.
Working with Red
monkey was an absolute
pleasure. They were
extremely flexible and
accommodating whilst
doing the installation.”

6

5

Physical Development

Trim Trail

Our plank collection is a set
of 12 chunky wooden pieces
in assorted shapes. The
planks are the perfect size
for little hands to grasp and
build with. It encourages
creative play, maths skills
and the development of
fine motor skills.
4 x L50, 4 x L75cm,
4 x L100cm
21001401
5. Balance Weave
A great addition to any
trim trail, featuring 4 posts
so children can gain extra
support when learning
to balance.
L280 x W37.5 x H180cm.
Platform H45cm
21003501

1

L270 x W120 x H140.
Platform H51.3cm
21003701
2. Rope Bridge
Wobble your way from
one side to the other
on our rope bridge. This
item helps to develop
balance, co-ordination
and confidence.
L265 x W112.5 x H140cm.
Platform H46cm
21003801

2

3. Burma Bridge
Encourage children to
improve their balance and
traversing skills with our
Burma rope bridge.
L300 x W112.5 x H145cm.
Platform H52cm
21003901
4. Fairy Bridge
This wooden bridge and
walkway encourages
outdoor play. Create an
outdoor living classroom
with this beautiful wooden
structure. Play is an
important part of early
childhood. Exploratory play
and inquiry based learning
encourages children to
learn, develop and grow
whilst they have fun with
this beautiful bridge.

3

L200 x W80 x H90cm
21000301
4

6. Double Sloping
Balance Weave
The angled beams and
weave poles will test
children’s balance and
co-ordination as they make
their way to the other side.
L459 x W115 x H180cm.
Platform H57cm
21003601
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Contact us on 0116 366 9922 or visit www.redmonkeyplay.co.uk
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Physical Development

Trim Trail

1

1. A-Frame Climber

1. Rope Weave

Let your pupils scale the
A-Frame by climbing the
timber logs or the net.
This unit can help develop
confidence, co-ordination
and upper body strength.

Children manoeuvre across
the unit using their own
strength to weave between
the 5 ropes.

L150 x W150 x H150cm
21006501
2. Freestanding
Nursery Climber
Great for young children
to explore and develop
gross motor skills and
balance. Each side of the
Nursery Climber provides
a different challenge for
your children. Pull yourself
up the cargo net on one
side, or on the other use
the logs to haul yourself
to the top. Delivered
fully assembled as a
freestanding item only.

1

L335 x W30 x H270cm
21004301
2. Tarzan Traverse
Our overhead traverse
helps strengthen inner
core muscles and increase
physical fitness.
L335 x W30 x H270cm
21004401
3. Log Rope
Test your pupils balance
and strength to get to the
other side with this trim
trail piece.

4. Log Roll

The Climb Net is designed
to test and strengthen
physical endurance for
younger children.
L250 x W150 x H154cm
21008101

L335 x W25 x H270cm
21004601

3. Climb Net

2

L300 x W45 x H257cm
21004501
The Log Roll is fitted with
quality mechanics, and
stands out as a great piece
of trim trail equipment.
The unit allows children to
freely stand and balance
on the log roll with the
assistance of the rope.

L150 x W100 x H100cm
21000001

2

Physical Development

Trim Trail

3

3
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Contact us on 0116 366 9922 or visit www.redmonkeyplay.co.uk
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Physical Development

Trim Trail

1. Parallel Bars

1. Horizontal Net Climber

Improve motor skills, whilst
testing agility and timing,
with this set of Parallel Bars.

Give children a different
option when scaling
your school hill with our
fantastic climbing net. Due
to it’s size multiple pupils
can use the net at once,
who is going to get to the
top first?

L240 x W72.5 x H117.5cm
21004701
2. Chin Ups
The 3 sets of bars are set
at different heights to allow
a lift starting with arms
straight and feet off the
ground, or an assisted lift
starting with the feet on
the ground and beginning
with a jump.
L320 x W12.5 x H150cm
21004801
3. Traverse Walls
1

Children seem to be in their
element when they are
climbing on or over things.
Climbing walls are both
challenging and fun. For
younger children, climbing
walls offer an exciting,
adventurous and testing
play experience.

2

L300 x H200cm
(per section)
3 Panel
21001601
3

4

Physical Development

Trim Trail

21005001
2. Pull Up Rope
Get from A to B whilst
improving children’s core
strength with this fun piece
of equipment. Designed to
be used on an incline, our
Rope Climber is a great
addition to any trim trail.
21006701
3. Basket Swing
Encourage social skills,
as well as physical
devlopment, with our
swing designed to be
used by a small group of
children. Featuring safety
chains on the timber
construction.
L361 x W160 x H240cm
21005201

4 Panel
21001901
5 Panel
21002001

1

2
2
2

6 Panel
21002101
4. Plastic Climbing Wall

5

Waterproof, durable and
easy to clean. The traverse
wall has handholds and
footholds which allow
children to move along the
wall. This activity requires
skill, strength and agility.
L360cm per panel
21002301

3

5. Wall Net Combo
Our double sided Wall Net
Combo is perfect for your
budding climbers. They
can traverse across each
section to scale the over
6 metre unit.
L677 x W15 x H238cm
21004901
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Physical Development

Trim Trail

Physical Development

Trim Trail

1. Grass Tunnel
Children will love exploring
this Grass Tunnel. The unit
creates a tactile sensory
experience internally and
externally. Take torches
into the tunnel and explore
bright colours. Made from
Scandinavian Redwood
Timber.

1

1

L160 x W160 x H90cm
21005401
2. Free Standing Tunnel
Children can crawl from
one end to the other with
our tunnel. Perfect as a
standalone piece or can
be used as part of a larger
trim trail.

2

L134 x W95 x H99cm
21005501
3. Grass Mound
and Tunnel
Fantastic additions for
roleplay and physical
play, there are not many
play areas that we cannot
improve with this feature.
Climb through the tunnel
or roll down the hill,
we can instantly make
your playground more
interesting.

3

Diameter 60cm
21006801

Ursuline Project
“The new structure has a slide, 2
climbing slopes, a sensory tunnel with
shape cut outs, 2 look out towers and an
arched and textured bridge. As hoped
for it occupies a large number of pupils
at one time and there are no 'traffic
jams' as children can enter and exit from
a number of locations and levels.’’

Diameter 90cm
21006901

3

1. Trim Trail Set 1
- Agility Trail

2. Trim Trail Set 2
- Rope Walk

3. Trim Trail Set 3
- Bridge Challenge

Our first Trim Trail
comprises of 6 different
products and is designed
to improve the balance of
your children. Featuring
over twenty metres of logs,
traversing pieces, ropes
and balance beams.

Help your pupils improve
their core msucles and
balance with our second
set of 7 trim trail items.
Featuring 3 rope products
and 4 wooden balance
items.

Can your children conquer
this challenging set of 7
trim trail pieces? A mixture
of bridges, stepping logs
and a testing roped log
walk designed to develop
gross motor skills and
balance.

Total L21 x W1.6m
21002501

32

Total L21 x W0.6m
21002601

2

Total L20 x W1.3m
21002701
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Physical Development

Trim Trail

1

Physical Development

Trim Trail

1. Tangle Climber

1. Clamber Stack Fratello

Using both Timber and
Rope, the Tangle climber
has been innovatively
designed, it is a challenging
and enjoyable play piece,
which encourages children
to develop physically and
mentally.

Our largest Clamber Stack,
the Fratello, contains
challenging climbs and
balance beams with
a central net. The unit
encourages children with
social interaction and
gaining physical and social
skills. 34.45m2 of safety
surfacing required.

L350 x W240cm
21005601
2. Clamber Stack Sorella
The Sorella is designed
to replicate a natural
and challenging play
environment which
encourages balance,
co-ordination, upper and
lower body strength.
28m2 of safety surfacing
required.
L280 x W320 x H175cm
21002801

1

L448 x W258 x H299cm
21003001
2. Clamber Stack Midi
Create a challenging
environment for your
pupils with our exciting
Midi Clamber Stack.
Children can improve
their communication skills
through the unit which
accomodates up to 10
children at once. 22.5m2 of
safety surfacing required.
L250 x W229 x H180cm
21003101

Ursuline Project
"Red Monkey's
workmanship is excellent
and their follow through
included two
modifications to make the
climbing structure even
safer and more user
friendly. The children have
also been enjoying their
new wooden, Red
Monkey,' gingerbread'
playhouse."

3. Clamber Stack Piccolo
An ideal solution for
younger children, providing
a natural challenging
climbing frame to improve
balance and co-ordination.
18.7m2 of safety surfacing
required.
L203 x W181 x H167cm
21002901

2

3

2
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Physical Development

Play Units

1.
2.
3.
4.

1

Learning Panels
How Tall Panels
Puzzle Panels
Interactive Panels

Physical Development

Play Units

1. Bespoke Panels
Our Play Panels are
manufactured from long
lasting HDPE and can
easily be fixed to a wall
or made free standing
for fun activity time play
for children. Our inhouse
designers will work
alongside our customers
to create their chosen
panel. They are brightly
coloured, innovative and
can be customised to
your schools or the
curriculums needs.

1

L80 x W60cm

2

3

2. Target Wall
Kick your game into high
gear with our robustly
constructed target wall
items. We have different
targets to improve your
throwing and kicking game.
Visually eye-catching,
the target panels are
designed to add interest
and brighten up new and
existing games area.

4

L3 x H2m
17000301

2

a

b

c

Contact us for our full range of learning and play panels!
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Sensory

Sand & Water

1. Activity Shelter

1

Our Activity Shelter allows
children to learn about
sand, offering numerous
opportunities for
experimentation. The unit
contains play elements such
as a sandpit with sandwall.
Also features a chalk board,
whiteboard and a large
platform that will hold a
whole group of children.

Sensory

Sand & Water

1

Customise your
Water Wall unit with
different fun options

L250 x W200cm x H290cm.
Platform H60cm
18001001
2. Discovery Table

2

A huge variety of play
and learning opportunities
can be created for this
robust and versatile
Discovery Table. It is
suitable for holding most
things such as water, sand,
leaves, stones, blocks and
much more. Available
individually or as a set of
three. Contact us for more
information on bespoke lids.
L73 x W73 x H50cm.
Lid Dia 60cm
Discovery Table and Lid
14000601
Discovery Table Set of 3
14000901
1. Water Wall Classic
Water is a fun and essential
element of any playground.
Our Water Wall features
chutes and tubes and can
be fully customised to suit
your play area. You can
either have a wall without
a tank or pump, or you buy
the unit with a water tank
for storage, or with a tank
and pump for the complete
Water Wall experience.

3

3. Sensory Box
Encourages sensory
discovery, split into 4
compartments ideal for
loose parts, sand, blocks,
soil. The options are
endless.

Option 1
Classic

Option 2
Water Tank

L200 x W80 x H150/190cm
Water Wall Classic
14000201

Option 3
Water Wall
Complete

Water Wall & Tank
14000301
Water Wall Complete
14000401

L120 x W120 x H45.5cm
20000501
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Sensory

Sand & Water

1. Freestanding Sandbox
Bring the seaside to your
playground with our
freestanding sandbox. The
unit is big enough for many
children to gather around,
encouraging cooperative
sand play. The unit is raised
up on sturdy timber legs
and includes a lift-off lid to
keep the sand clean and
dry once playtime is over.

1

Sensory

Sand & Water

1

L120 x W57 x H56cm
14000801
2. Standing Square 		
Sandbox
Children love sand play,
but it’s not always possible
to go to the beach. A
sandpit is the next best
thing. It comes with a
specially designed lid that
will close over the sand to
protect it from the weather
and the rain.

2

L150 x W150 x H50cm
14003501
3. Sliding Lid Sandbox
Children will be excited
to search through this
sandbox to find treasure
you’ve hidden. The sandbox
has a sturdy lid with metal
handles, this ensures sand
is kept dry and clean.

3

Closed L60/Open L140 x
W150 x H45cm
14001001

4

5

4. Gazebo Sandpit
The sheltered platform,
open on two sides,
complete with shelving
doubles up as an outdoor
stage. Hidden beneath
the decking is a massive
Sandpit. It comes complete
with lid to protect the sand
when not in use.
Sandpit L200 x W200cm
14004301
5. Mini Sandpit Shelter
This sturdy outdoor unit
has a large sandpit for
kids to get together and
play. The solid wood roof
provides shelter from
the rain and protection
from the sun.

1. Sand Wall & Sandpit
Have fun with this sand
wall - There are different
mechanisms to fill up your
buckets and send it down
the chutes, tip sand into
the funnels and watch it
pour through the sand
wheel. This is a fantastic
sensory experience which
will keep kids entertained
for hours of wholesome
play. Why not combine
with our Canvas Gazebo
so children can learn and
explore in the sand all year
round?
L200 x W200 x H120cm
14004501
Sand Wall &
Canvas Gazebo
L400 x W400cm
14004601

L120 x W120 x H160cm
14004401
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Role Play

Pirate Ships

Role Play

Pirate Ships

1. Sunken Galleon

1

1

Our ship wrecked adventure
unit is action-packed and
full of engagement for
your pupils. Swashbuckling
children will have hours of
fun exploring the 3 parts of
the Galleon on the high seas.
Featuring climbing ramps,
viewing bubbles, a slide
and a hidden below deck
area. The Sunken Galleon
is perfect for our bespoke
service and we can amend
individual sections, which
can be sold separately.
L1400 x W200cm.
Platform H90cm
18002101
2. Mini Pirate Ship
Ahoy me hearties! Sail
the seven seas with our
role play Pirate Ship. Our
ship has a bench on the
ground level and a tunnel
through to the back of
the boat for crewmen to
climb through. Featuring a
moving steering wheel, flag
pole, cannons and anchors.
The unit has two sloped
sides for children to climb
to the steering platform.
Although designed with
pirates in mind, our design
can be used as any kind of
ship for young explorers.
Please note some simple
assembly is needed.
L300 x W200cm.
Platform H60cm
18000201		
2

Ashmount Project
“Children are more
active as a result at
playtime and are
challenging themselves
physically, whilst having
fun with their friends.
The children are learning
road safety and the
(surface) markings are
so clear that they can be
seen by the children with
visual impairments."
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1. Crow’s Nest
Our popular pirate ship
unit brings the fun of the
high seas to your play area.
The Crow’s Nest is the
ultimate of pirate ships and
features a wobbly bridge
gangway, a cabin below
the deck and a climbing
frame. The Crow’s Nest
can be customised to meet
your exact needs, contact
us for more information.
a. No Deck Floor
18002301
b. Deck Floor
18002401
c. Rubber Deck Floor
18002501

2

2. Palm Trees
The palm tree is a
wonderful addition to
your playground. It can
be incorporated with our
pirate ships for a secret
treasure island scene.
Pack of 3. Diameter 12cm
21005701
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Role Play

Dens

Role Play

Dens

1. Explorer House

1

It’s like having a little piece
of Middle Earth in your
playground – minus the
hobbits of course! Hours
of fun will be had as little
minds go into overdrive
role playing in this amazing
play house.

1

L240 x W200 x H130cm
12001101

2

2

3

1. Pyramid Dens

Playhouse

Hide out in the pyramid den and
start your own tribe. Our den
is handmade from play grade
timber and can seat several young
children. We offer a version which
is timber only or a version with
UV protected colourful windows
to create a truly cosy outdoor
classroom. The design is sturdy
and designed to withstand wild
weather and serious play.

Imaginations can run wild in our
roleplay house. Will children visit
the doctors, the shop or whichever
place they decide? Available in
two sizes. Featuring a door and
three windows which allow plenty
of light to enter the house. This
item will need installing on a flat
surface.

Rainbow Pyramid
12002001
Pyramid Den
12002101
L350 x W350 x Platform H60cm
2. Hansel & Gretel
Bring story time to life with this
colorful Hansel and Gretel house.
This product allows children
to develop their imaginative
thinking, self-expression and
communication skills. It offers your
school a place where the children
can relax, unwind, play, learn and
take shelter from the weather.

L183 x W183 x H180cm. Large
Playhouse L220 x W220 x H180cm
3. Small Playhouse
12000601
4. Large Playhouse
12000701
4

2. Mini Explorer House
A wonderful and
enchanting place to
learn and play. Our Mini
Explorer House is a very
special place, complete
with a grass roof and a
viewing panel in the door.
Manufactured from marine
ply, featuring a decked
base and designed to
protect your pupils from
the elements.
L160 x W100 x H110cm
12001001

3

3. Play Stage
Develops key role play
skills and confidence by
encouraging them to
perform and work
as groups… becoming
future stars.
L250 x W180 x H180cm
13003701

L150 x W150 x H150cm
12000001
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Role Play

Role Play

1

2

Kitchens & Work Bench

1. Kitchen Units

4

We’ve included all the
ingredients they need for
hours of play in this kitchen
set. This handcrafted
kitchen includes a Sink,
Cooker and Washing
Machine. Perfect for
small groups of budding
homeowners.

Role Play

1

L150 x W50 x H50cm
13000101
2. Messy Kitchen
The messy kitchen is ideal
for all those budding cooks
and chefs. The unit features
bowls for mixing up all
sorts of wonderful and
messy concoctions. We’ve
made the bowls removable
to make cleaning up the
mess as easy as possible.
Just because children like
to get their hands dirty
doesn’t mean you have to!

5

3

L120 x W40 x H68cm
14000101

6

3. Builders Bench

1. Shop & Home Fronts
Children have great
imaginations and these
Shop will keep them busy
for hours working together.
It is a great addition to
your outdoor play area
and provides imaginative,
social and inclusive play.
L120 x W80 x H150cm
Shop Front Primary
13000501		
Shop Front Nursery
13002101		
House Front Primary
13000601		
House Front Nursery
13002201 		

46

2. Den Poles
Den Poles are great for
imaginative play. They
provide an open-ended
experience for kids who
want to create a fantasy
land. Each pole features
pre-drilled holes so rope/
fabric can be threaded
through them to create
the perfect den. Set of 3.
Diameter 12 x H120cm
13001901		
3. Plastic Petrol Pumps
Keep your little one’s
vehicles on the move with
our Petrol Pumps. Children
will love pretending to
fill up their cars, trucks
and aeroplanes before
continuing their adventure.
Set of 3.
L60 x H150cm
13002001		

4. Role Play Shop Unit

6. Play Blocks

Children have great
imaginations and this
Shopfront will keep them
busy for hours working
together or on their own.
It is a great addition to
your outdoor play area
and provides imaginative,
social and inclusive play.

Children learn many
concepts, especially math
concepts, through block
play. Play with blocks
provides an excellent
opportunity for social and
physical development
and enhances creativity.
Not only are they fun and
exciting, but they help kids
develop a wide variety of
skills and abilities. Set of
20 blocks.

L120 x W90 x H150cm
13001301		
5. Teeny Tiny Bridge
A teeny tiny bridge.
Chunky and sturdy, a
lovely addition to your
children’s play area. Add it
to your fairy garden or use
it for storytelling time.
L155 x W50cm
21000701		

21000101		
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This beautifully sized
wooden workbench is ideal
for all architects, engineers,
and builders! This is ideal
for creative little hands
with everything they could
possibly need. It includes
a bench and a little
storage seat.

2

L120 x W48 x H98.5cm
13001501

Dunchurch Project
“We had a clear vision
of what we wanted to
include and achieve
in the garden; an area
for risky climbing,
messy imaginative
play, exploration of the
natural world and bags
of creativity! Richard
was very supportive,
whilst offering great
professional advice."

3
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The Arts

Music

1

1. Bongo Panel

1. Learning Centre

Our bright and engaging
plastic musical panel has 3
different sized Bongos for
all your musical children to
interact with.

Our Learning Centre is
perfect for little ones to
show off their drawing
and painting skills. This is a
fantastic way to encourage
imaginations and fine
motor skills whilst having
lots of fun at the same
time. It makes the perfect
addition to any nursery
or playground.

Panel Size: L82 x W50cm
x H120cm
11000701
2. Xylophone Bars
There are a whole host of
benefits of xylophone bars
for younger children; from
developing motor skills,
hand eye co-ordination
and listening skills.
L111 x H111cm
11000801
3. Chimes Bars

2

Chime bars are a wonderful
tool for learning to listen to
pitch and perform music.
L111 x H111cm
11000901
3

4. Chimes Table
Take music outdoors with
this fun chimes table.
Includes a soft topped
beater attached to the
frame. The sturdy unit is
light enough to be moved
around your outside area.
Available at Primary or
Nursery height.
Chimes Table Primary
L78 x W50 x H71cm
11000301

4

Chimes Table Nursery
L78 x W50 x H52cm
11000001
5. Xylophone Table

5

The Arts

Mark Making

Incorporating music into
your outdoor playground
will help children learn how
to express themselves.
The mini xylophone table is
ideally suited to nurseries
/ schools keen to provide
young children with
physical and cognitive
play opportunities.

a

1

L315 x W50 x H110cm
19000501
2. Mark Making Easels
Our range of mark
making panels encourage
social interaction and
development through
imitation, numeracy and
artistic skills. Each unit is
double sided and designed
to be left outdoors
permanently.

b

c

d

3

a. White Board
L110 x W95 x H110cm
19000301
b. Mirror Panel
L110 x W95 x H110cm
20000001
c. Chalk Board
L110 x W95 x H110cm
19000201
d. Copycat Panel
L110 x W50 x H110cm
19000001
e. Paint You Draw Me
L110 x W95 x H110cm
19000101
3. House Shaped 		
Chalkboard
This fantastic chalkboard
shaped like a house has
plenty of writing surface
and is ideal for any school
or nursery. Contact us
for any bespoke design
requests.

e

L120 x H120cm
19000801

Primary Xylophone Table
L78 x W50 x H68cm
11000201
Nursery Xylophone Table
L78 x W50 x H49cm
11000101
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Project Showcase
Eco Zone and
Forest Schools Area
Delves Infant and
Nursery School
DESIGN, BUILD AND INSTALLATION
The Brief
Our Senior Design Consultant was asked to
create two new outdoor areas at Delves Nursery
School – an ‘Outdoor Classroom’ and an ‘Eco
Zone’. The Outdoor Classroom was to feature a
dedicated outdoor learning area as well as some
challenging play equipment for the children. The
Eco Zone was to include a calming nature area
with scenic water features and an outdoor shelter
for learning and relaxation.

The Result
The new areas were designed by combining some
of Red Monkey’s most popular play equipment
with some bespoke designs created specifically
for Delves – including rustic natural houses and
a completely original water fountain for the
new nature area. The finished Eco Zone features
timber reading shelters, a great lookout platform,
scenic garden paths and a charming water
feature. The Outdoor Classroom area contains
one of our popular Jolly Roger play units, the
Island Challenge unit, and a reading corner with
three reading dens and a reading circle – perfect
for outdoor learning, whatever the weather.

“The team at Red Monkey
completely identified with
our vision, aspirations
and ambitious plans.
Their professionalism and
commitment was consistently
exceptional throughout, from
the initial pulling together of
ideas through to the bespoke
design, manufacturing and
installation of our amazing
‘Eco Zone’ and ‘Forest
Schools Area’. We now have
an outdoor area that is both
unique and extraordinary.
We are thrilled!”
Emma Ingram – Headteacher at
Delves Infant and Nursery School

50
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Nature

Planters & Investigation

1. Planter

1

There’s nothing kids love
more than getting their
hands dirty, so why not
let them have a go at
growing fruit and veg this
year? Planter boxes can be
arranged to create effective
landscaping solutions
quickly and with minimum
effort. Available in two sizes
or we can create a bespoke
size for you.

2

L100 x W50 x H50cm or
L150 x W50 x H50cm
Planter L1m
10002201
Planter L1.5m
10002301
2. Magnify Table

3

Encourage children
to explore the natural
world around them. By
incorporating a magnifying
table into your play area,
you’ll be encouraging
children to get up close
to bugs and insects in
a safe and controlled
environment. You can even
use the table to take a
closer look at drawings
and artwork.

4

1. Plant and Play
Plant and Play is an
open-ended unit, can also
be used as a shopfront,
an outdoor desk or
whatever it becomes.
Includes 6 detachable
planters for ease of use.

2. Perspex Planter
We have made life more
simple for you to get a head
start into harvesting your
first crop with our purposebuilt wooden planters for
schools. The planter comes
with a Perspex window
so children can see roots
growing and all the creepy
crawlies moving in and out
of the soil.
L120 x W75 x H60cm
10004601
3. Large Messy Play Table
The table is perfect for
a group of children who
want to explore their
senses. They can plant
flowers and herbs or fill
the tubs with sand and get
their hands dirty. Features
a chalkboard cross section
for notes and doodles.
H52 x W115 x L117cm
14004901

3. Trellis Planter

4. Wellie Tree
An essential and brilliant
storage solution, our
handmade wellie trees come
with wheels, so it can be
easily transported. Wellie
Trees help to promote
independence and self-care.
Stores up to 32 Pairs of
Wellies.

L120 x W80 x H100cm
10003901
4. Potting Table
and Stools
Our Potting table
and stools are a great
gardening accessory
for your school. You can
be assured that this will
be the hub for most of
your gardening activities.
Beautifully crafted from
high quality timber. Comes
with table and 4 stools.

1

L120 x W60cm
10004501

L35cm x W35cm x H50cm
10000201
Introduce children to the
wonders of nature and
gardening with our trellis
planters. Trellis planters are
a great way to brighten up
and bring colour to your
playground.

Nature

Planters & Investigation

2

3

4

L120 x W60
16000001
5. Urban Gardener
Raised planter, easily
fitted into any outdoor
area no matter the size.
Grow your own plants,
flowers, vegetables.

5

L100 x W55 x H80cm
10004901

L75 x W75 x H52cm
10000401
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Nature

Eco Zones and Forest Schools

Nature

Habitats

The Wonders of Nature
Introduce children to the
wonders of the natural
world with our fun and
engaging range of Nature
play equipment. Kids are
encouraged to roll up
their sleeves, get stuck
in, and let their curiosity
take the lead with lessons
in science, gardening
and creativity.
We can add 'natural'
features such as tree
trunks, chairs and stools
to our installations.

1

2

3

We love to design and
build bespoke Nature
areas, what features
would you have in your
Eco Zone?
1. Bugs Life & Planter
Working in groups, kids can plant seasonal
vegetables in our Bugs Life & Planter.
They can learn how to become
self-sufficient while creating a home
for all the local creepy crawlies.
4

L50 x W45 x H100cm
10000601
2. Bugs Life
Study mini beast activity throughout the
seasons with this attractive, durable and
sturdy unit. The Bugs Life consists of
multi-habitats allowing children to monitor
different insects and spiders.
L50 x W50 x H100cm
10000301
3. Bug City
Feed their fascination for all things creepy
crawly with Bug City. This robust timber
unit is filled with rustic untreated logs to
attract bugs, spiders and other creepycrawlies. Providing children with a unique
opportunity to observe bugs exactly as
they should - in their natural habitat. The
unit is large enough for small groups to
work around it at once anywhere in your
outdoor environment.
L100 x W50 x H100cm
10000001
4. Bug Garden
The bug garden is designed to encourage
bees and bugs to feed and nest in your
play area. This is a great addition to any
playground or nature corner.
L50 x W50 x H100cm
10002101
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Furniture

1

Storage

2

Ursuline Project
“We were very pleased
start to finish with Red
Monkey and the children
(and staff!) LOVE the
new climbing frame."

31

1. Garage Storage
Our garage storage offers
a place to put a lot of
your teaching items. It is
accessible to children, thus
encouraging continuous
provision in an outdoor
environment. Whether
you’re trying to expand
your storage space,
improve the efficiency of
your outdoor space or
convert the space into
roleplay feature, our garage
storage is the solution.
L200 x W120 x H200cm
16002301
2. Heavy Duty Bin
Designed for day-to-day
use in a busy playground,
this bin is easy to clean.
The exterior is made from
recycled plastic, whilst the
inner frame is made from
steel.
L64 x W46 x H108cm
16002501
3. Rustic Storage
Organising your outdoor
space with the right rustic
storage solution can make
life infinitely tidier. Our
unit comes complete with
shelving to keep all your
resources safely stowed
away.
L200 x W120 x H120cm
16001901
4. Bike Storage

4

Want to protect your
bicycles form the elements,
keep them neat, tidy, and
safe? Our timber bike
sheds, come in a range of
different sizes to suit your
school. Although designed
to store bikes these larger
sheds can hold all manner
of resources.

1

1. Living Roof Storage
We love sheds, they
are immensely versatile
and have many uses
throughout your
school. They are also
a perfect base to fix a
living roof. This is a truly a
sustainable building, that
will be a fantastic talking
point in any learning
environment.

2. Single Storage Unit
Designed to hold all
manner of outdoor objects,
this unit has a sealed roof
to protect your equipment
from the elements.
Featuring two fully
opening doors for easy
access and bolts which can
be secured with a padlock
(not included). Please note
two units pictured.

3

L200 x W120 x H120cm
16000101
3. Play Storage

b. L400cm
16002101
c. L600cm
16002001

L200 x W150 x H100cm
16000201
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L175 x W175 x H140cm
16002401

Our play storage units
are designed to keep
your play equipment safe,
secure, and protected
from the elements. These
multifunctional units
provide an ideal storage
solution. When they
aren’t being used for
storage, they can also be
transformed into creative
play spaces.

Sizes L200 x W150 x
H140cm, L400 x W150 x
H140cm, L600 x W150 x
H140cm
a. L200cm
16002201
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Furniture

Seating

1. Chalkboard Table
with Benches
A super option for those
with limited space. Remove
the chalk board lid and use
for sand play or storage.
Table L120 x W120 x H60cm,
Bench L90 x W20 x H30cm
15003101

1

2. Table and Benches
The materials and sizes
of our small furniture are
designed with your little
ones in mind, durable
enough to handle the rough
and tumble of everyday play.
Available in 2 heights and
with a choice of chalkboard
or wooden tops.
Table L120 x W60 x
H50 / 60cm
Nursery Table and Benches
15002901
Nursery Table and Benches
(Chalkboard)
15002801
Primary Table and Benches
15003001
Primary Table and
Benches (Chalkboard)
15004801

2

3. Bug Table & Stools
Enhance your outdoor
classroom with this set of 5
stools and a table. Ideal for
group work and discussions.
Table H49 x Diameter 80cm,
Seat H32 x Diameter 28cm
15003201
4. 8-Seater Picnic Bench
This space saving design
sits 8 infants comfortably.
Specifically designed
for children, with robust
construction and a durable
finish that are ideal for use
in school playgrounds and
play areas.
L200 x W200 x H75cm
15001501

3

4

Furniture

Seating

1

1

1. Puzzle Bench

2

The puzzle shape bench
creates an outdoor seating
solution encouraging social
interaction, learning and
storytelling time. It’s a
great space for all children.
L400 x W400cm
15004901
2. Curved Bench
This semicircular
segment seating allows
for various layouts. Buy
several and group them
together to design your
own Amphitheatre for
assemblies or for use as an
outdoor classroom.
L100 x W40 x H45cm
15005001
3. Curved Reading Bench

3

With its gentle curve these
handcrafted modular
seats can be arranged in
different layouts. It is an
extremely popular product
due to its versatility and
its ability to seat a small
group of children.
L200 x W200cm
15005101
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Furniture

Seating

1

1. Buddy Bench

1. Reading Chair

Designed to encourage
friendship in the
playground our Buddy
Bench is a great addition to
any establishment. Create
a seating area with this
bench to encourage group
discussion or somewhere to
sit down with a book.

An essential piece of kit
for any outdoor storytelling and reading area,
which can be used by
adults and children alike.
Reading chairs are a focal
point for sharing stories
outdoors, helping children
to embrace social skills
and develop reading and
literacy skills in an outdoor
setting.

L120 x W50 x H80cm
15003701
2. Buddy Corner
This corner bench will
provide a lovely seating
area in your outdoor
classroom and is ideal for
group discussion, making
friends or just relaxing at
playtime.
L120 x W120 x H80cm
15002601
3. Mini Buddy Bench

3

2

Every school or nursery
should have one of these.
Buddy benches provide
children with a place to
sit if they are looking for
playmates, and they are
great for facilitating social
interaction and can help
children to make new
friends.
L100 x W45 x H76cm
15000101
4. Wooden Play Stools
Hand-finished and made
from wood, you can be
sure our children’s wooden
stools are strong and
sturdy. Each one is fun and
colourfully painted, making
them great for outdoor use.

4

5

Furniture

Seating

Diameter 30cm
15005201
5. Rubber Play Stools
Add colour and design to
any space with our simple
seating for your kids.
They are robust and long
lasting additions to your
playground.

1

L80 x W70 x H150cm.
Seat H45cm
15001601
2. Child’s Reading Chair
This scaled down version
of our adult chair is sure
to grab the attention of
pupils. This cute seat
becomes the ultimate
platform for drawing,
devouring snacks, or
catching up with their
favourite reading time.

2

L57 x W45 x H88cm.
Seat H31cm
15001201
3. Grass Seats
Our grass boxes are made
using top grade timber
and the highest quality
UV artificial turf. They are
beautifully hand-crafted
piece of contemporary
outdoor furniture which
leaves you with the unique
sensation of sitting on
freshly cut summer grass
all year round!
L120 x W60 x H30cm
Individual Seat
15004601
Grass Seats Set of 4
15004701

3

Diameter 30cm
15005301
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Multi-Use Games Areas
MUGAs
Timber

Steel

At Red Monkey we can offer you individual
goals through to full pitch solutions! One of
our skilled Design Consultants will visit you
and discuss your exact needs.

As well as offering our standard Timber
products we can install MUGA areas made
from galvanised and powder coated steel.

Combine multiple sports such as football,
basketball and other ball games in a safe
environment.
Each games area is custom made and come
with a choice of fencing heights to meet
your needs.
Contact us for more information and to
arrange a site visit today!

Provide younger children with the
equipment to encourage exercise with
our small sided goals. We can provide
primary sized goal units or mini goals for
children aged 7 and under.
Goal units allow multiple use at one
time and are an affordable option for
establishments to encourage team play
amongst its pupils.
The addition of basketball or netball
hoops and targets helps to improve
hand-eye co-ordination.
Contact us for more information today!
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Surfacing

Surfacing

4

2

1

5

3

6

6

1. Wet-Pour Playground Surfaces
Our cost-effective Wet-Pour
Playground Surface is designed
to combine maximum safety
performance with great durability.
The surface consists of two layers: a
base layer of coarse black granules
made from recycled tyre rubber, and
a coloured top layer of much finer
rubber granules. It can be laid as
part of a new construction, or onto
existing hard surfaces.

64

2. Mulchbond Bonded Rubber
Mulch Surface
Mulchbond Bonded Rubber Mulch
is a natural-looking play surface
often described as rubber bark.
It’s a durable and environmentally
friendly safety surface containing
90% recycled rubber. The resin
bonded rubber bark requires minimal
groundwork preparation and can
be installed directly onto grass or
existing hard standing surfaces such
as tarmac. It also provides the ideal
solution to tricky tree roots where
excavation is a problem.

3. Multi-Use Games Area Surfaces

4. Artificial Grass

5. Grass Mats

6. Resin Bound Gravel Surfaces

Our Multi-Use Games Area Surfacing
is brilliantly versatile, suitable for
any outdoor sports activities. It is
designed to meet Sport England
M.U.G.A. Type 3 and 4 specifications,
and provides comfort, good grip,
minimum risk of injuries and fast
drainage after rain. Since it requires
very little routine maintenance and
is highly resistant to vandalism,
it is ideal for both supervised or
unsupervised play.

Artificial Grass is a hardwearing
and attractive surface solution for
areas where the ability to withstand
intensive use can be combined with
the look and feel of natural grass. Our
play-grade artificial grass comes with
a pile height of 28mm and mimics
the appearance of a well-manicured
lawn or more luxuriant long grass.
It can be installed over a cushioned
pad or direct onto properly prepared
sand or pulverised granite.

Perfect for using with our play
equipment, these mats are a budget
option to ensure your children are
safe. The ring-holed mats allow grass
to grow, allowing your school fields
/ lawns to flourish whilst giving a
strong level of protection.

Maintenance-free and porous, this
resin bound gravel anti slip surface
is an attractive alternative to tarmac
or concrete. Available in a wide
range of colours, it is perfect for
pathways, driveways, sensory areas
and recreational areas. Logos and
patterns can be incorporated within
the surface making this a great
choice for school entrances.
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Thermoplastics

Teepees

Liven up any play surface with some of our
great thermoplastic markings!
1

1. Number Grid 1-100 		
Small Full Solid

2

L300 x W300cm

1. Sensory Teepee
Our Sensory Teepee is a
wonderful play space for
your child to explore their
imagination, or at times, a
cozy nook for reading and
dreaming. Sensory teepees
are used to create a safe
and comforting space for
children of all ages.
L165 x W165 x H190cm
12000201

1

2. Teepee
Children will have hours
of fun in this new take on
the classic teepee. It has a
Wildlife motif but can be
customized at the school’s
request. Great for sensory
exploration or just a cozy
space for children to
retreat to.
L120 x W120 x H180cm
12001401

4

3

2. Hopscotch Large
L280 x W80cm
7

Dunchurch Project
"Richard was enthusiastic
and flexible to our
developing ideas, and
always provided solutions,
as well as fantastic
customer service. Both
the children and staff are
thrilled with our space! "

2

3. Road Track Set 1

4. UK Map Large

L700 x W800cm

L400 x W350cm

5

6

7. Basketball Court
L30 x W15m

5. 24 Hour Circles Clock

6. Noughts & Crosses

L400 x W400cm

L100 x W100cm
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Product Name

Product Code

Price

Installation Information

10

Nursery Den

12000101

£998

Free standing

10

Reading Den

12000301

£1,448

Free standing

10
Role Play House
12000501
£1,648
				

Installation advisable,
contact for quote
Installation included

28

Climbing Net

21008101

£1,059

Excludes installation

29

Rope Weave

21004301

£799

Excludes installation

29

Tarzan Traverse

21004401

£829

Excludes installation

29

Log Rope

21004501

£1,149

Excludes installation

29

Log Roll

21004601

£1,059

Excludes installation

30

Parallel Bars

21004701

£639

Installation included

11

Treehouse Classroom

22000201

From £17950

12

8 Sided Gazebo 5m x 5m

22000301

No longer available

30

Chin Ups

21004801

£659

Installation included

12

8 Sided Gazebo 6m x 6m

22000401

No longer available

30

Traverse Wall 3 Panel

21001601

£2,999

Installation included

Traverse Wall 4 Panel

21001901

£3,599

Installation included

12

6 Sided Gazebo 3m x 3m

22000501

From £5995

Contact for details

30

12

6 Sided Gazebo 4m x 4m

22000601

From £7995

Installation included

30

Traverse Wall 5 Panel

21002001

£4,399

Installation included

12

6 Sided Gazebo 5m x 5m

22000701

From £9900

Installation included

30

Traverse Wall 6 Panel

21002101

£5,199

Installation included

12

6 Sided Gazebo 6m x 6m

22000801

From £12600

Installation Included

30

Plastic Traverse Wall

21002301

£1,499

Installation included

Wall Net Combo

21004901

£3,199

Installation included

13

Amphitheatre 6m x 3m

22000901

From £15450

Installation included

30

13

Outdoor Classroom 6m x 4m

22001001

From £16600

Installation included

31

Horizontal Net Climber

21005001

POA

Contact for details

14

Rainbow Gazebo

22003001

From £4800

Installation included

32

Pull up Rope

21006701

POA

Contact for details

14

Sun Shade Canopy

22001901

From £1250

Excludes installation

32

Basket Swing

21005201

£2,899

Installation included

14

Polycarbonate Canopy		

From £300 per m

Installation included

32

Trim Trail Set 1 - Agility

21002501

£5,150

Installation included

15

Canvas Gazebo 4m x 4m excl. sides

22002501

From £4950

Installation included

32

Trim Trail Set 2 - Rope Walk

21002601

£6,159

Installation included

15

Canvas Gazebo 4m x 4m with sides

22002001

From £6000

Installation included

32

Trim Trail Set 3 - Bridge Challenge

21002701

£7,259

Installation included

15

Canvas Gazebo 5m x 5m excl. sides

22002101

From £5500

Installation included

33

Grass Tunnel

21005401

£1,599

Free standing

Free Standing Tunnel

21005501

£1,999

Free standing

2

18

Adventure Unit

18001701

From £11000

Installation included

33

19

Rainbow Adventure Unit

18001801

From £11000

Installation included

33

Grass Mound and Tunnel - 60cm

21006801

£4,549

Installation included

20

Island Challenge

18002001

From £11250

Installation included

33

Grass Mound and Tunnel - 90cm

21006901

£4,949

Installation included

21

Advanced Island Challenge

18001901

From £13250

Installation included

34

Tangle Climber

21005601

£3,699

Installation included

Clamber Stack Sorella

21002801

£3,199

Installation included

22

Woodstock Fort

18003001

From £9900

Installation included

34

22

Little John

18000101

From £2300

Free standing

35

Clamber Stack Fratello

21003001

£5,199

Installation included

22

Development Trail 3 parts

21006401

£1,299

Free standing

35

Clamber Stack Midi

21003101

£3,499

Installation included

22

Development Trail 8 parts

21007001

£2,599

Free standing

35

Clamber Stack Piccolo

21002901

£2,499

Installation included

Learning Panels - Various		

From £199

Contact for details

23

Ropebridge Play

18001601

From £5250

Installation included

36

23

Viewing Bridge & Play Tower

18001501

From £7499

Installation included

37

Bespoke Panels		

From £199

Contact for details

23

Climb & Play Tower

18001401

From £6500

Installation included

37

Target Wall

17000301

£2,549

Installation included

Activity Shelter

18001001

£3,999

Free standing

24

Castle Tower

18001101

From £6750

Installation included

38

24

Tiny Castle

18000001

£1,950

Free standing

38

Discovery Table - incl lid

14000601

£399

Free standing

25

Nursery Climb & Shuffle

18000301

£1,995

Free standing

38

Discovery Table - set of 3

14000901

£999

Free standing

25

Play Train

13000001

£899

Free standing

38

Sensory Box

20000501

£359

Free standing

Water Wall - Classic

14000201

£1,159

Free standing

26

Stepping Logs

21003201

£239

Excludes installation

39

26

Rubber Stepping Heads

21003301

£339

Excludes installation

39

Water Wall - With tank

14000301

£1,299

Free standing

26

Log Snake

21003401

£479

Excludes installation

39

Water Wall - Complete

14000401

£1,499

Free standing

26

Wooden Plank Collection

21001401

£119

Free standing

40

Freestanding Sandbox

14000801

£449

Free standing

Standing Square Sandbox

14004201

£549

Free standing

26

Balance Weave

21003501

£499

Excludes installation

40

26

Double Sloping Balance Weave

21003601

£799

Excludes installation

40

Sliding Lid sandbox

14001001

£599

Free standing

27

Wobbly Bridge

21003701

£1,299

Excludes installation

40

Gazebo Sandpit

14004301

£2,799

Installation included

27

Rope Bridge

21003801

£1,499

Excludes installation

40

Mini Sanpit Shelter

14004401

£1,299

Free standing

Sandpit Wall & Sandpit

14004501

£2,999

Installation included

27

Burma Bridge

21003901

£899

Excludes installation

41

27

Fairy Bridge

21000301

£989

Excludes installation

41

Sandpit Wall & Sandpit + Gazebo

14004601

£5,699

Installation included

28

A Frame Climber

21006501

£1,199

Excludes installation

42

Sunken Galleon

18002101

£11,999

Installation included

28

Freestanding Nursery Climber

21000001

£729

Excludes installation

42

Mini Pirate Ship

18000201

£2,699

Free standing
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43

Crow's Nest Pirate Ship no floor

18002301

£5,700

Installation included

53

Wellie Tray

16000001

£399

Free standing

43

Crow's Nest Pirate Ship Deck floor

18002401

£6,700

Installation included

53

Urban Gardener

10004901

£199

Free standing

43

Crow's Nest Pirate Ship Rubber
Deck floor

18002501

£7,700

Installation included

55

Bugs Life & Planter

10000601

£299

Free standing

43

Palm Trees set of 3

21005701

£1,299

Installation included

55

Bugs Life

10000301

£229

Free standing

44

Rainbow Pyramid Den

12002001

£5,599

Installation included

55

Bug City

10000001

£379

Free standing

44

Pyramid Den

12002101

£4,899

Installation included

55

Bug Garden

10002101

£229

Free standing

44

Hansel & Gretel House

12000001

£1,199

Free standing

56

Garage Storage

16002301

£1,399

Free standing

44

Small Playhouse

12000601

£999

Free standing

56

Heavy Duty Bin

16002501

£699

Free standing

44

Large Playhouse

12000701

£1,099

Free standing

56

Rustic Storage

16001901

£1,199

Free standing

45

Explorer House

12001101

£2,699

Free standing

56

Bike Storage 2 metres

16002201

£1,199

Free standing

45

Mini Explorer House

12001001

£1,999

Free standing

56

Bike Storage 4 metres

16002101

£1,599

Free standing

45

Play Stage

13003701

£2,299

Free standing

56

Bike Storage 6 metres

16002001

£2,199

Free standing

46

Shop Front Primary size

13000501

£899

Free standing

57

Living Roof Storage

16002401

£1,549

Free standing

46

Shop Front Nursery size

13002101

£799

Free standing

57

Single Storage Unit

16000101

£1,149

Free standing

46

House Front Primary size

13000601

£899

Free standing

57

Play Storage

16000201

£999

Free standing

46

House Front Nursery size

13002201

£799

Free standing

58

Chalkboard Table with Benches

15003101

£599

Free standing

46

Den Poles set of 3

13001901

£699

Installation included

58

Table & Benches - Nursery Height

15002901

£599

Free standing

46

Plastic Petrol Pumps set of 3

13002001

£999

Free standing

58

Table & Benches - Nursery Height
- chalkboard

15002801

£599

Free standing

46

Role Play Shop

13001301

£549

Free standing

58

Table & Benches - Primary

15003001

£639

Free standing

46

Teeny Tiny Bridge

21000701

£299

Free standing

58

46

Play Blocks

21000101

£40

Free standing

Table & Benches - Primary
- chalkboard

15004801

£639

Free standing

47

Kitchen Units

13000101

£499

Free standing

58

Bug Table & Stools

15003201

£799

Free standing

47

Messy Kitchen

14000101

£399

Free standing

58

8 Seater Picnic Bench

15001501

£649

Free standing

47

Builder's Bench

13001501

£399

Free standing

59

Puzzle Bench

15004901

£1,899

Free standing

48

Bongo Panel

11000701

£999

Free standing

59

Curved Bench

15005001

£249

Free standing

48

Xylophone Bars

11000801

£599

Free standing

59

Curved Reading Bench

15005101

£699

Free standing

48

Chimes Bars

11000901

£599

Free standing

60

Buddy Bench

15003701

£349

Free standing

48

Chimes Table Primary size

11000301

£299

Free standing

60

Buddy Corner

15002601

£549

Free standing

48

Chimes Table Nursery size

11000001

£299

Free standing

60

Mini Buddy Bench

15000101

£219

Free standing

48

Xylophone Table Primary size

11000201

£299

Free standing

60

Wooden Play Stools

15005201

£209

Require installation

48

Xylophone Table Nursery size

11000101

£299

Free standing

60

Rubber Play Stools

15005301

£399

Require installation

49

Learning Centre

19000501

£999

Free standing

61

Reading Chair

15001601

£469

Free standing

49

Mark Making - White Board

19000301

£379

Free standing

61

Child's Reading Chair

15001201

£289

Free standing

49

Mark Making - Mirror Panel

20000001

£379

Free standing

61

Grass Seats

15004601

£349

Free standing

49

Mark Making - Chalk Board

19000201

£379

Free standing

61

Grass Seats set of 4

15004701

£1,199

Free standing

49

Mark Making - Copycat Panel

19000001

£299

Free standing

67

Sensory Teepee

12000201

£2,899

Free standing

49

Mark Making - Paint You Draw Me

19000101

£379

Free standing

67

Teepee

12001401

£949

Free standing

49

Mark Making - House Chalkboard

19000801

£299

Free standing

52

Planter 1 metre

10002201

£179

Free standing

52

Planter 1.5 metre

10002301

£229

Free standing

52

Magnify Table

10000201

£259

Free standing

Prices are correct as at 1 April 2022, however may be revised without notice.

52

Trellis Planter

10003901

£399

Free standing

52

Potting Table & Stools

10000401

£449

Free standing

All free standing item costs exclude delivery, cost of delivery can be provided seperately where appropriate
please contact for details.

53

Plant and Play

10004501

£449

Free standing

Where price excludes installation please contact us for a quote.					

53

Perspex Planter

10004601

£299

Free standing

Call 0116 3669922.			

53

Large Messy Play Table

14004901

£449

Free standing
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Our maintenance packages offer complete security for your play area.
Red Monkey Maintenance Package

The Essentials Package

Red Monkey Maintenance Package

Comprehensive Package

In order to offer complete protection for your play area - and the children
that play on it - we provide two options of maintenance packages, designed to
cover everyone from the smallest playgroup to the most sprawling playpark.
For more information call us today on 0116 366 9922.
Proud Suppliers to:

Tel: 0116 366 9922
W: www.redmonkeyplay.co.uk
E: hello@redmonkeyplay.co.uk

Red Monkey Play Ltd.
74 Pullman Road,
Wigston, Leicester
LE18 2DB

facebook.com/RedMonkeyPlay

@redmonkeyplay

